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\... a ommon form of s ienti aberration, namely, the tenden y of omputer
experts to be ponti al about subje ts in
whi h they have no ompeten e."
{ Mortimer Taube, Computers and Common Sense: The Myth of Thinking Mahines
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Can a Computer Think?
What is meant by
 thought

{ Can a omputer think?
 intelligen e
{ Can omputers be intelligent?
 ons iousness
{ Can omputers be ons ious?
 free will
{ Can omputers possess free will?
 belief
{ Can ma hines have beliefs?
 understanding
{ Does a hess-playing program understand
hess?
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Can a Computer Think?
\The ... question, `Can ma hines think?'
I believe to be too meaningless to deserve
dis ussion. Nevertheless I believe that at
the end of the entury the use of words and
general edu ated opinion will have altered
so mu h that one will be able to speak of
ma hines thinking without expe ting to be
ontradi ted."
{ Alan Turing, 1950
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The Turing Test
In 1950, omputer s ientist Alan Turing published a very in uential paper in the journal Mind
entitled, Computing Ma hinery and Intelligen e.

In it, he proposed what is now known as the
Turing test.
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The Turing Test: Modern Version
 An interrogator ommuni ates via a omputer

terminal with either a omputer or person in
the next room.
 Via a series of questions, the interrogator attempts to determine the identity of the orrespondent in the next room: omputer or
person.
 A omputer is said to pass the test if the interrogator annot distinguish between omputer
and human with better than 50% probability.
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Turing's Sample Dialogue
Q. Please write me a sonnet on the
subje t of the Forth Bridge.
A. Count me out on this one.
never write poetry.
Q.

I ould

Add 34957 to 70764.

A. (Pause about 30 se onds then give
as an answer) 105621.
Q.

Do you play

A.

Yes.

hess?

Q. I have my K at K1, and no other
pie es. You have only K at K6 and R at
R1. It is your move. What do you play?
A.

(After a pause of 15 se s.) R-R8 mate.
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The Turing Test
\On the other hand, if there were ma hines whi h bore
a resemblan e to our body and imitated our a tions as far
as it was morally possible to do so, we should always have
two very ertain tests by whi h to re ognize that, for all
that, they were not real men. The rst is, that they ould
never use spee h or other signs as we do when pla ing our
thoughts on re ord for the bene t of others... And the
se ond di eren e is, that although ma hines an perform
ertain things as well as or perhaps better than any of us
an do, they infallibly fall short in others, by the whi h
means we may dis over that they did not a t from knowledge, but only from the disposition of their organs. For
while reason is a universal instrument whi h an serve for
all ontingen ies, these organs have need of some spe ial
adaptation for every parti ular a tion. From this it follows
that it is morally impossible that there should be suÆ ient
diversity in any ma hine to allow it to a t in all the events
of life in the same way as our reason auses us to a t."
{ Des artes, Dis ourse on Method
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The Turing Test
\I believe that in about fty years' time it
will be possible to programme omputers,
with a storage apa ity of about 109, to
make them play the imitation game so well
that an average interrogator will not have
more than 70 per ent han e of making
the right identi ation after ve minutes
of questioning."
{ Alan Turing, 1950
Hugh Loebner funded a US $100,000 prize for
the rst omputer that an pass the test, and
annual ontests with smaller prizes.
The winner in 2000 was Ali e by Ri hard Walla e.
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Sample Dialogue with Ali e
Correspondent:

What

Interrogator :

Jeff.

Correspondent:

OK, I will

Interrogator :

Are

Correspondent:

Yes, I am

Interrogator :

Do you have a favorite

Correspondent:

My favorite

Interrogator :

Can

Correspondent:
fun tion.

No, my body does not have that

Interrogator :

Too bad.

Correspondent:
Jeff.

But not the end of the world,
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olor is green.

omputers have sex?
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Criti isms of the Turing Test
1. An intelligent, but non-English-speaking entity, su h as a dolphin or extraterrestrial, ould
not pass the test.
2. A hild ould not pass the test.
3. You an imagine a program that an intera t like a human, but is in nitely patient. Su h a
program would always respond to the same question with the same answer:
Q.
A.

What is the apital of Ontario?
The apital of Ontario is Toronto.

Q.
A.

What is the apital of Ontario?
The apital of Ontario is Toronto.

Q.
A.

What is the apital of Ontario?
The apital of Ontario is Toronto.
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Intelligent Ma hines: The Very Idea
 No omputer an yet pass the Turing test
 Many diÆ ult problems need to be solved be-

fore one will
 But some riti s believe we never will:
{ Hubert Dreyfus: there are deep philosophi al reasons why a ma hine an never exhibit intelligent behavior
{ John Searle: the \Chinese Room" argument proves that minds are not brains, that
intelligen e annot be the result of me hanism.
{ John Lu as and Roger Penrose: Godel's
theorem proves that people are not mahines.
{ Many others: \But a omputer annot do
X ", where X is: play hess, take di tation, translate foreign languages, read print
and/or handwriting, prove a mathemati al
theorem, et .
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Can a Computer Play Chess?
Herbert Simon (1957):
\...[W℄ithin ten years a digital omputer will be
the world's hess hampion..."
Chess master Adrian de Groot (1964):
\[P℄rograms are still very poor hess players
and I do not have mu h hope for substantial improvement in the future."
Hubert Dreyfus (1965):
\Still no hess program an play even amateur
hess..."
Note: Dreyfus was beaten by Ma Ha k in 1966.
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Can a Computer Play Chess?
Douglas Hofstadter (1979):
Question: Will there be hess programs that
an beat anyone?
Spe ulation: No. There may be programs that
an beat anyone at hess, but they will not be exlusively hess programs. They will be programs
of general intelligen e, and they will be just as
temperamental as people. \Do you want to play
hess?" \No, I'm bored with hess. Let's talk
about poetry."
Kasparov said in 1990 that a omputer would
never ome lose to defeating him.
Kurzweil predi ted in 1990 that a omputer
would beat the world hess hampion in 1998.
IBM's Deep Blue beat Gary Kasparov, 3.5 to
2.5, in May 1997.
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Can a Computer Play Chess?
The problem of the moving goalposts:
Douglas Hofstadter (1979):
\There is a related \Theorem" about progress
in AI: on e some mental fun tion is programmed,
people soon ease to onsider it as an essential ingredient of \real thinking". The inelu table ore
of intelligen e is always in that next thing whi h
hasn't been programmed."
Douglas Hofstadter (1996):
\[A Deep Blue vi tory℄ was a watershed event,
but it doesn't have to do with omputers be oming intelligent... My god, I used to think hess
required thought. Now, I realize it doesn't."
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Can a Computer Translate Languages?
Mortimer Taube (1961):
\There is little eviden e that omputers an ...
onstitute ... me hani al aids to human translators."
Hubert Dreyfus (1972):
\Ten years have elapsed sin e the early optimism on erning ma hine translation... ma hine
translation of typed s ienti texts | let alone
spoken language and more general material | is
still over the horizon..."
Today:
You an go to a number of free translation sites
(su h as www.elingo. om) and type in:
\Computers will never be able to translate from
English to Fren h."

and get
\Les ordinateurs ne seront jamais apables de
traduire d'anglais en franais."
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Can a Computer Trans ribe
Spoken Language?
Hubert Dreyfus (1967):
\From time to time brash predi tions have been
made about me hani al se retaries into whi h (or
at whom) one ould speak, and whose programs
would analyze the sounds into words and type
out the results. In fa t, no one knows how to
begin to make su h a versatile devi e."
Today:
Arti les and books are routinely di tated using
spee h trans ription software, su h as Dragon
Systems' Naturally Speaking Version 5.0, and
similar systems by Lernout and Hauspie (formerly
Kurzweil Systems).
A ording to Kurzweil, neural nets ome very
lose to human performan e in identifying sloppily handwritten print.
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Can a Computer Trans ribe Print?
Mortimer Taube (1961):
"No one has yet designed or made a reader
whi h an handle any font that omes along."
Today:
Software for opti al hara ter re ognition is heap
and widely available, and approa hes the a ura y of humans.
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Can a Computer Prove
A Mathemati al Theorem?
Herbert Simon (1957):
\...within ten years a digital omputer will disover and prove an important new mathemati al
theorem."
H. Gelernter (1960):
\Hardly an expert will ontest the assertion
that ma hines will be proving interesting theorems in number theory three years hen e..."
Doug Lenat's AM program redis overed (but
did not prove) the \Fundamental Theorem of
Arithmeti " (unique fa torization into primes) and
Goldba h's onje ture in 1975.
In 1996, the theorem-proving program EQP,
developed at Argonne National Laboratory, proved
the Robbins onje ture | a previously unsolved
problem in Boolean algebra.
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Can Computers Play Ping-Pong?
Hubert Dreyfus (1967):
Stated it would be diÆ ult or impossible to
build a digitally ontrolled robot, espe ially one
that would make movements in real time, e.g.,
play ping-pong.
Reality:
In the mid-1980's Russell Andersson built one.
There is a elebrated movie of the robot playing
(and beating) humans.
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Can a Computer Exhibit Free Will?
 Free will is diÆ ult to de ne, does it refer to

{ apa ity to initiate one's one a tions?
{ the internal subje tive feeling of what it
means to make a de ision?
{ the ability to hoose randomly between equallyranked ompeting alternatives?
{ the la k of ability to predi t what someone
will do?
 If the universe is deterministi , perhaps people

themselves do not truly have free will

{ Humans might be \programmed" in the
same way omputers are,
{ \ ompelled to a t ... by bio hemi al and
neuronal fa tors". (Simons)
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Can a Computer Exhibit Free Will?
 Computers don't have to be deterministi !

{ They an base their de isions on a sour e of
random numbers, e.g., a devi e that ounts
the number of de ays of some radioa tive
sour e
 Computer programs an surprise us.
{ Example: the busy beaver problem
1/1, L
start

A

b/1, R

B

1/b, L

b/1, L

b/b, R

1/b, L

C
b/1, R

b/1, L

F

E

1/1, L

D
1/b, L

b/1, R
1/1, L
halt

Figure 1: A Turing ma hine making about 6  10925 transitions before halting
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Can a Computer Compose Musi ?
The Musi al Turing test:
\In 1997, Steve Larson, a University of Oregon
musi professor arranged a musi al variation of
the Turing test by having an audien e attempt
to determine whi h of three pie es of musi had
been written by a omputer and whi h one of
the three had been written two enturies ago by
a human named Johann Sebastian Ba h. Larson was only slightly insulted when the audien e
voted that his own pie e was the omputer omposition, but he felt somewhat vindi ated when
the audien e sele ted the pie e written by a omputer program named EMI (Experiments in Musi al Intelligen e) to be the authenti Ba h omposition."
{ Ray Kurzweil, The Age of Spiritual Ma hines
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Can a Compute Create Art?
The robot Aaron, reated by Harold Cohen,
mixes paints, hooses a subje t, and paints a pi ture.
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Dreyfus and Other Criti s
\[a℄ program has not understood a restaurant story the
way people in our ulture do, until it an answer su h
simple questions as: When the waitress ame to the table
did she wear lothes? Did she walk forward or ba kward?
Did the ustomer eat his food with his mouth or his ear?
If the program answers, \I don't know," we feel that all
of its right answers were tri ks or lu ky guesses and that
it has not understood anything of our everyday restaurant
behavior." [emphasis added℄
{ Dreyfus, What Computers Can't Do, p. 43.

What's wrong with this?
 It demands that arti ial intelligen e have all

the apabilities of human intelligen e, more
pre isely the intelligen e of the inhabitant of
a Western ulture . 1975
 It ignores the possibility that one an understand part of restaurant behavior without understanding everything
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Searle's Chinese Room Argument
Imagine you are lo ked in a room, and in this
room are many baskets of Chinese symbols. You
don't speak or understand Chinese, but you're
given a rule book in English that tells you how
to manipulate these symbols.
Chinese symbols are slid under the door, and
you follow the rules that tell you how to manipulate them formally, along the lines of \If you see
a squiggle, take a squoggle out of basket 4 and
put it next to a squaggle from basket 5." Then
you slide the result ba k under the door.
Unknown to you, the input to the room are
questions in Chinese, and the rule book is so good
that your responses are answers in uent Chinese.
You behave exa tly as if you understood Chinese, but you don't | you are just manipulating
the symbols formally.
Searle on ludes that no digital omputer running a translation program an be said to understand Chinese.
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What's Wrong with Searle's Argument?
 It's lever sleight-of-hand, depending on

{ our intuition about what it means to \understand" something
{ the fa t that the understanding here is spread
over the human arrying out the program,
and the program itself; the system of human and external program together understands Chinese
 Searle responds, \Let the individual internal-

ize all the elements of the system. He memorizes the rules ... and the data banks of Chinese symbols, and he does all the al ulations
in his head. The individual then in orporates
the entire system. There isn't anything at all
to the system that he does not en ompass.
All the same he understands nothing of the
Chinese, and a fortiori neither does the system..."
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What's Wrong with Searle's Argument?
{ Here Searle is again using our intuition that
if it doesn't take pla e \rapidly", it annot
be said to onstitute understanding.
{ But if the individual really ould internalize
all the rules and respond in a short amount
of time, is it lear that we would no longer
say that he understands Chinese?
{ What if we spoke in Chinese to this person
and said, \Do you understand Chinese?"
A ording to Searle, he would have to answer \No, I don't understand Chinese," in
perfe t Chinese!
{ Indeed, is it lear that this is not a des ription of the human brain?
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Leibniz's Quote
\What if ... we were magi ally shrunk and put
into someone's brain while he was thinking.
We would see all the pumps, pistons, gears,
and levers working away, and we would be able
to des ribe their working ompletely, in mehani al terms, thereby ompletely des ribing
the thought pro esses of the brain. But that
des ription would nowhere ontain any mention of thought! It would ontain nothing but
des riptions of pumps, pistons, levers!"
{ Gottfried Leibniz, 1690
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The Turing Challenge
Interrogator: In the first line of your sonnet
whi h reads ``Shall I ompare thee to a
summer's day,'' would not ``a spring day'' do
as well or better?
Witness: It wouldn't s an.
Interrogator: How about ``a winter's day.''
That would s an all right.
Witness: Yes, but nobody wants to be ompared
to a winter's day.
Interrogator: Would you say Mr. Pi kwi k
reminded you of Christmas?
Witness: In a way.
Interrogator: Yet Christmas is a winter's day,
and I do not think Mr. Pi kwi k would mind
the omparison.
Witness: I don't think you're serious. By a
winter's day one means a typi al winter's day,
rather than a spe ial one like Christmas.
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Searle vs. M Carthy
\The study of the mind starts with su h fa ts
as that humans have beliefs, while thermostats,
telephones, and adding ma hines don't. If you
get a theory that denies this point you have produ ed a ounterexample to the theory and the
theory is false." { John Searle, 1980
\My thermostat has three beliefs | it's too
hot in here, it's too old in here, and it's just
right in here." { John M Carthy, as quoted by
Searle
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The Argument from Godel's Theorem
Variants of this argument have been advan ed
by Lu as (1961) and Roger Penrose(1989).
 Godel's theorem says, roughly speaking, that

any suÆ iently powerful formal mathemati al
system of reasoning is either in onsistent (in
the sense that you an prove a false statement, su h as 0 = 1, or in omplete (in the
sense that some true statements have no proof).
 Lu as says: any omputer is an instantiation
of a formal system. It follows that for any sufiently powerful omputer, there is a statement whi h it annot prove, but whi h humans an see to be true. Therefore humans
are more powerful than omputers.
 Penrose says: no program that we an know
to be orre t an simulate all of a person's
mathemati al abilities.
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What's Wrong with Lu as-Penrose?
 No reason to believe humans an do this for
any

omputer

{ What if the omputer were so ompli ated we ould
not understand the des ription of its formal system?
{ What if the omputer used a sour e of truly random
numbers in its programs?

 There ould be statements about the human

brain whi h we ould not see to be true, but
a omputer ould
 Human reasoning might not be onsistent (and
probably isn't)
 Humans might well be nite automata, and
nite automata don't have the power to simulate arbitrary Turing ma hines
 ( ontra Penrose) There ould be a program
that simulates our mathemati al reasoning,
but we are simply unable to fully understand
that program
KWCG Humanists
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Why Do We Not Yet Have a
General Arti ial Intelligen e?
 Elements of what we onsider general intelli-

gen e are a tually not so general. They have
been optimized by natural sele tion over millions of years to meet our parti ular needs.

{ We re ognize fa es of our own spe ies almost instantaneously, but not the fa es of
other spe ies.
{ Experiment: an an arti ial neural network be trained to re ognize ertain zebras
faster than a human an?
{ Fa es are the produ t of probably dozens of
intera ting genes. There is likely to be no
very simple algorithm to re ognize them.
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Why Do We Not Yet Have a
General Arti ial Intelligen e?
 Criti s tend to depre iate the a omplishments

so far

{ Criti s always ompare a hievements of mahines against the best human, rather than
the typi al human
{ As ea h new problem is solved, it no longer
appears mysterious and essential to understanding intelligen e
{ As Turing observed \The extent to whi h we
regard something as behaving in an intelligent manner is determined as mu h by our own state of mind
and training as by the properties of the obje t under
onsideration. If we are able to explain and predi t
its behavior we have little temptation to imagine
intelligen e. With the same obje t, therefore, it is
possible that one man would onsider it as intelligent and another would not; the se ond man would
have found out the rules of its behavior."
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Why Do We Not Yet Have a
General Arti ial Intelligen e?
 Computers are still nowhere near the omplex-

ity of the human brain.

{ We have roughly 1011 neurons, and ea h
neuron is onne ted to about 1000 neighbors.
{ This gives 1014 onne tions.
{ If we estimate that ea h onne tion an do
100 steps in a se ond, then that's about
1016 al ulations per se ond.
{ But $2,000 urrently buys us only about
109 al ulations per se ond.
{ Similarly, 1014 onne tions means about 1015
bits.
{ Currently $2,000 buys us only about 1010
bits of RAM.
{ Currently a personal omputer has the omputing power of something like a snail.
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Why Do We Not Yet Have a
General Arti ial Intelligen e?
 Humans have a vast storehouse of \ ommon-

sense" knowledge, e.g.,

{ If something is unsupported, it will generally fall down, not up.
{ On e a person dies, they do not ome ba k
to life.
{ If I tell you something at 1:00 PM, you
probably still know it at 1:01 PM.
 A generally intelligent ma hine would know

these things and thousands more
 Not ompletely lear to how to generate this
knowledge: learning or, as in Doug Lenat's
CYC proje t, expli it ataloguing
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Good Reasons to Think There
Is No Theoreti al Barrier to AI
 The Chur h-Turing thesis: everything that is

omputable by a physi al devi e is omputable
by a parti ular omputing model, the Turing
ma hine.
 Furthermore, there exists a universal Turing
ma hine that an simulate the omputation
of every other ma hine
 Brains are (presumably) physi al obje ts, obeying physi al laws su h as Maxwell's equations
 Hen e in prin iple they an be simulated by a
Turing ma hine.
 Eviden e: brains annot qui kly solve problems that are known to be NP- omplete. If
they were using some unknown un omputable
te hnique, they might be able to solve su h
problems.
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Even AI riti s admit that
Thinkers Need Not be Human
\No doubt an arti ial nervous system suÆiently like the human one, with other features
su h as sense organs and a body, would be intelligent." { Hubert Dreyfus
\Suppose we designed a ma hine that was mole ulefor-mole ule indistinguishable from a human being. Well then, if you an dupli ate the auses,
you an presumably dupli ate the e e ts. So
on e again, the answer to that question is, in
prin iple at least, trivially yes. If you ould build
a ma hine that had the same stru ture as a human being, then presumably that ma hine would
be able to think. Indeed, it would be a surrogate
human being." { John Searle
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Good Reasons to Think We Will See
General Arti ial Intelligen e Soon*
* Within the next 100 years
 Moore's law: pro essor speed and memory per

dollar are doubling about every 12-24 months
 Progress in understanding the stru ture of the
brain
 Progress in understanding how to make large
intera ting systems
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The Irrelevan e of Philosophy
\Philosophers have had su h a poor re ord over
the last two thousand years that they would do
better to show a ertain modesty rather than the
lofty superiority that they usually display."
{ Fran es Cri k
\Sin e the philosophers have not really ome to
an agreement in 2500 years it might seem that
arti ial intelligen e is in a rather hopeless state
if it is to depend on getting enough on rete information out of philosophy to write omputer
programs."
{ M Carthy and Hayes, 1969
\To the extent that philosophi al positions both
onfuse and lose doors to further inquiry, they
are likely to be wrong."
{ E. O. Wilson
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Why Strong AI Skepti s are Like Creationists
 Both make arguments based on spe ious as-

sumptions
 Both only riti ize and do not o er any alternative s ienti resear h program
 Both ontinue to advan e bogus arguments
long after they are dis redited

{ Searle's \Chinese Room" is de isively refuted, yet he ontinues to advan e it.
{ Creationists laim the 2nd Law of Thermodynami s disproves biologi al evolution
 Both have had essentially zero impa t on the

s ien es they question
 Both are largely driven by non-s ientists
 Both impute dishonesty to their opponents
 Both rely on theologi al and/or philosophi al
reasoning instead of s ienti reasoning
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Why Strong AI Skepti s are Like Creationists
 Both pra ti e quote mining: instead of fo us-

ing on the big pi ture, they look for quotations
that support their position, often by marginal
gures
 Both do not appre iate onsilien e

{ evolution: geology, biology, and geneti s;
{ AI: ognitive s ien e, omputer s ien e, neuros ien e, and omplexity theory
 Both movements led by professors at UC Berke-

ley:

{ reationism: Philip Johnson, Law S hool;
{ strong AI skepti ism: Hubert Dreyfus and
John Searle, Philosophy.
 Both seem to be driven by some deep psy ho-

logi al need to view humans as spe ial
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Con lusions
 There is no theoreti al known barrier to on-

stru ting a general arti ial intelligen e
 Philosophi al arguments against thinking mahines are awed
 A hievements of AI are often arbitrarily disounted by riti s
 The idea of thinking ma hines is be oming
more a eptable to the publi

{ A re ent George Washington University poll
found
 28.3% of respondents think omputers
today an \think" under Turing's de nition;
 71.7% responded that omputers would
eventually be able to think.
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